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The end of Covid
On January 26, 2022, the United
Kingdom lifted all restrictions: no
masks, no distancing and the end of
the Covid pass. This choice was
dictated by the fact that the Omicron
variant, that has replaced all the other
variants, causes a slight cold or a
weak flu, immunizes the population
in a natural way and does not cause
deaths.
Other countries have decided to
follow suit:

 Germany has abandoned the idea
of compulsory vaccination.
 Spain classifies the Omicron
variant as a flu and has removed
the health pass.
 Ireland
has
removed
all
restrictions and is following the
example of the United Kingdom.
 In the Czech Republic, the idea of
mandatory vaccination has been
abandoned.
 Austria has postponed mandatory
vaccination to mid-March, which
was supposed to come into effect
on February the 1st.
 Israel is abandoning the fourth
dose and has removed the health
pass.

 In the state of Quebec in Canada
the third dose is no longer
recommended, the side effects are
too high.
 Switzerland has removed part of
the restrictions including the
health pass.
 Bosnia-Herzegovina has become
the first European country to
refuse the Covid passport.
 The US Supreme Court has
blocked
the
mandatory
vaccination on workers.
 Florida has prohibited the
introduction
of
vaccination
obligations, restrictions, and the
outdoor and indoor use of masks
even in schools. Those who try to

impose the use of masks risk
administrative fines up to five
thousand dollars
 India has blocked Covid-19 by
stopping
vaccinations
and
distributing a free home care kit.
 Denmark has decided to lift all
restrictions starting from February
1st.
By lifting the restrictions, Omicron
will rapidly infect the entire
population and thus achieve the
much desired herd immunity.
However, other Western countries,
such as Italy, continue to tighten
restrictions in an attempt to force
everyone to get vaccinated, despite

the fact that it is now clear that Covid
vaccines cause a high number of
fatalities and adverse reactions and
have proven ineffective.
Let’s now retrace the history of
Covid.
The first cases of COVID-19 date
back to the end of December 2019.
There are conflicting versions
regarding the origin of the virus.
Westerners blame the Chinese and
point to the Wuhan laboratory, but
according to the Chinese the virus
was created in the military
laboratories of Fort Detrick and then
brought to Wuhan to blame China
and use it as a scapegoat. The
Chinese have asked the international
community to carry out an inspection

of the Fort Detrick laboratories, but
so far this has not been allowed.
The Chinese say that they were
expecting such an attack and for this
reason their reaction was swift. By
February, treatments had already
been identified and by March 2020
the pandemic was eradicated. China
has eradicated Covid-19 using three
tools:
Covid-19
tests,
early
treatments and lockdowns.

As it can be seen in the graph,
Covid-19 cases disappeared in
February 2020 and no longer existed
in
March
2020
(source:
www.worldometers.info/coronaviru
s/). This happened without the use
of vaccines, which became available
in December 2020. The Chinese
vaccine, Sinovax, is a traditional
broad-spectrum
vaccine.
The
pandemic was eradicated using mass
Covid-tests,
early
treatments,
quarantine for positives and localized
and short lockdowns.
The Chinese authorities’ goal is to
achieve zero infections and to pursue
this aim they are ready to take severe
measures.
For
example,
on

November 1st, 2021, after the
identification of one Covid positive
person, who had visited the
Disneyland park in Shanghai, the
park was immediately closed with
more than thirty thousand people
inside, a barrier of doctors was
established and people could exit
only if they tested negative. No
positive cases were found. On
th
January the 11 , the city of
Zhengzhou, with a population of
over 12 million people, was placed in
lockdown for six hours, to allow for
the entire population to be tested.

In China, the pandemic has
repeatedly reappeared. For example,
at the end of July 2021 in Nanjing (as
indicated by the second arrow in the
graph), a passenger from Moscow
crossing the airport infected four
workers with the Delta variant. Swab
screenings made it possible to
identify the infected workers
immediately. In this way it was also
possible to trace the passenger from

Moscow, who, however, had already
infected 300 people before being
isolated.
There
were
no
hospitalizations and quarantines and
early treatment were sufficient. The
tools that have been successful in
China have always been Covid-tests
of the entire population, targeted
lockdowns, early treatments and
quarantines. In this way, China
defeated the Delta variant in just two
weeks, while in West it has spread,
causing infections and deaths to
skyrocket.
The third arrow, to the right of the
graph, points to a Omicron outbreak
in late December 2021, which began
in Jingxi, a city on the border with
Vietnam. In the investigation, the

police identified four persons who
were smuggling workers from
Vietnam, a country with very high
levels of contagion. The fact gained
international outcry as these four
traffickers were forced to walk the
streets of the city, with their names
written on signs, in a march of
shame. The central government in
Beijing reacted strongly by declaring
that the marches of shame seriously
violate the spirit of the rule of law
and cannot be repeated. The marches
of shame were in fact banned in
China in 2010.
Active cases in China as of February
1, 2022 are 1884:

Of which 0.5%, i.e. 10 people, are
hospitalized.
In China, thanks to this “Covid
Zero” policy, it is possible to
participate to all public events and go
anywhere. All Chinese carry regular
Covid-tests and if they are positive,
immediate action is taken with
quarantine and early treatments. The
golden rule is to identify the positive
cases in the first twenty-four hours.

On average, the number of new
positive cases in China is about fifty
people per day, but if there is an
outbreak it can exceed one hundred
cases per day. Often these are people
coming from abroad.
When the pandemic broke out in
Italy, China sent help and doctors.
On March 19, 2020, a few days after
the epidemic began in Italy, China
sent
doctors,
medicines,
hyperimmune blood and equipment
for intensive care units. Doctors
should have trained their Italian
colleagues
on
the
effective
treatments to defeat the pandemic.
However, their knowledge was not
used. Italian doctors were required by
the Ministry of Health to follow only

the “Tachipirina and watchful
waiting” protocol, which only
aggravated the patient’s clinical
condition. Doctors who dared to use
Chinese therapeutic protocols were
removed from hospitals, censored,
isolated if not physically eliminated.
On this topic, an extensive and very
well done interview to Dr Peter
McCullough can be found at:
www.bitchute.com/video/Om9evWpFGPQ7/

In the whole Western world
treatments have been banned or
blocked.
From 12 to 14 September 2021, the
“International Covid Summit” was held
in Rome, which saw the participation

of hundreds of doctors from all over
the world, including Nobel laureates.
Protocols for early home care were
discussed
and
presented.
Newspapers and televisions censored
the event or described it as a meeting
of charlatans.
Italian doctors and scientists have
repeatedly written to the Minister of
Health to inform of the existence of
treatments and asking to be met, but
they have never been received and
never had any response. The ban on
treatment suggests that the pandemic
was intentional and that it was started
in China to have a scapegoat.
The ban on treatment has led the
pandemic to grow from 90,000 cases
registered in China at the beginning

of 2020 to 378 million cases
registered in the rest of the world,
and almost six million deaths.
Following the Chinese example, the
pandemic could have been stopped
as early as March-April 2020.
The graph shows that the cases of
Covid registered in China appear to
be non-existent when compared with
those registered in the rest of the
world.

It is important to note the sharp
increase in cases since midDecember, caused by the new
Omicron variant which is affecting
all countries.
With regard to vaccines, the case of
Vietnam is illuminating.
As of April 2021, Vietnam had no
deaths and had a total of only 432
positives. The number of cases was
low because Vietnam was following
the Chinese model of screenings and
early treatments. People were free to
move, no masks or lockdowns were
needed, and the economy was
thriving.

On April 15, 2021, the government
changed. The new leadership is proUS and anti-China. Vietnam
established military cooperation ties
with the United States and the
American government asked to start
the vaccination campaign with Pfizer
and Moderna. Shortly after, the
pandemic exploded and in a few
months caused more than thirty-

seven thousand deaths and over two
million infections.
Thus, the thought arises that the
vaccination campaign itself caused
the pandemic. This idea is supported
by the fact that all those countries
where there were no cases, and
carried out vaccination campaigns to
be considered Covid-Free countries,
such as the Seychelles islands, in less
than a month from the start of the
vaccination campaign had the
outbreak of the pandemic.
Furthermore, in the countries that
have the highest vaccination rate, the
highest incidence of infections is
observed.
It is interesting to note that in
Vietnam the curve then lowered, but

this happened thanks to a very hard
“military” lockdown, with the
closure of the city streets with
barriers and checkpoints and the
deployment of soldiers with the
order to shoot. This has prompted
the
government
to
impose
vaccination on the entire population,
causing further infections and deaths,
despite the military lockdown.
After the introduction of Western
vaccines countries show the surge in
infections! This can be seen clearly in
the Indian graph.
In March 2021, the vaccination
campaign with Western vaccines
began, and immediately afterwards
there was a dizzying increase in
infections and deaths.

The dead were almost exclusively
vaccinated people. The Indian prime
minister ordered at this point to stop
vaccinations, and in May 2021 he
signed an agreement with Russia to
supply more than one billion doses
of the Russian Sputnik vaccine. As
soon as they started using Sputnik,
the infections decreased from
400,000 cases per day to about
40,000. At this point, India began

distributing home care kits to all its
citizens. This kit contains drugs such
as Ivermectin which have been
banned in the West. The use of this
kit, which costs only two dollars, has
eliminated the Delta variant.
In India, as in all countries of the
world, there is now an explosion of
infections due to the Omicron
variant. Omicron produces mild
symptoms, is not fatal and rarely
leads to hospitalizations. It also has
the
advantage
of
naturally
immunizing the population and is
thus leading the Covid pandemic to
an end.
The harmful effect of Western
vaccines has been observed in all
those countries with a high

vaccination rates.
Let’s take the case of the United
Kingdom, one of the most
vaccinated countries. By May/June
the positive cases had dropped
significantly and everyone was
talking about the vaccine miracle. But
in June the infections started to rise
again due to the Delta variant, up to
far exceeding the peaks of the
previous winter. In the United
Kingdom they immediately noticed a
strange fact, almost only vaccinated
people became positive and fell ill.
The decline that had been observed
in May did not depend on the use of
vaccines, but on the very hard
lockdown and on the fact that in
spring flus naturally tend to vanish.

Another dramatic example is that of
Israel. Also in this case, the victory of
vaccines was celebrated, but in
August the infection resumed, far
exceeding the values of the previous
winter.
At the end of August, the Tel Aviv
central hospital estimated that
vaccinated people were 18 times

more vulnerable and contagious than
unvaccinated.

While in September, Oxford
University calculated that vaccinated
people were 250 times more at risk
than unvaccinated and tended to be
far
more
contagious
than
unvaccinated.
The reason is simple. The vaccine
specializes the immune system. For
example, the first two doses
specialized the immune system on

Wuhan 1, the first Covid strain that
disappeared in February 2021. The
natural elasticity of the immune
system was thus compromised,
preventing it from dealing with the
variants.
Furthermore, antibodies were
suitable for the Wuhan 1 strain and
in the presence of new variants they
become dangerous, giving rise to
ADE
(Antibody
Dependent
Enhancement), an abnormal reaction
of the immune system that was
discovered over twenty years ago
with the vaccine for the hemorrhagic
fever.
Nobel
laureate
Luc
Montagnier showed that with Covid
vaccines, in the presence of variants,
vaccines can cause ADE, i.e. the

immune system recognizes the
threat, but the antibodies it produces
are ineffective and the virus spreads
throughout the body. . At this point
the immune system produces more
and more antibodies, to the point of
attacking the whole organism,
leading it to death. In Italy, the first
case certified by the Italian Public
Prosecutor’s Office of ADE dates
th
back to the 9 of March 2021 and
cases of ADE are now becoming
more and more widespread. This
probably justifies the sharp increase
in mortality observed in 2021
compared to 2020. A year in which a
decline in mortality due to vaccines
and the weakening of the lethality of
Covid was instead expected.

ADE is deadly and appears to be
endemic in Britain and Israel.
It is important to emphasize that the
war bulletin that is reported every day
in the mainstream media with a high
number of deaths must be taken with
a grain of salt.
The Report on the characteristics of
patients who died positive for Covid
infection in Italy, published by the
Istituto Superiore di Sanità, on the 5th
of October 2021, shows that of the
130,000 deaths of Covid in Italy since
the beginning of the pandemic, only
2.9 % was caused by Covid.

In the other cases they were people
already with one or more serious
illnesses, and in 67.5% of the cases
with three or more serious illnesses,
in a terminal state. These people did
not die because of Covid, but were
simply positive for Covid when they
died. According to the Istituto
Superiore di Sanità, less than four
thousand deaths in Italy were caused
by Covid, a number significantly

lower than the deaths caused by
seasonal flu. On the contrary, vaccine
deaths have already exceeded twenty
thousand cases.
Based on these data, it seems
possible to state that the vaccine is
more dangerous than Covid itself.
The surge in infections that has
been observed since the beginning of
the year, due to the Omicron variant,
instead of leading to an increase in
mortality, is leading to a decrease in
mortality and hospitalizations. The
Omicron variant manifests itself as a
simple cold that lasts a few days. Due
to its high contagiousness it has
almost completely displaced the
other variants. The Omicron variant
is made up of 27 proteins, i.e. 27

mutations, while the previous
variants were characterized only by
the spike protein. In this way it leads
to the development of broadspectrum natural immunity to all
variants of Covid, an immunity that
seems to last for years. Omicron puts
an end to the pandemic and to
anyone who wants to maintain
restrictive measures, limitations of
civil rights and impose vaccination.
It is important to remember that
since the beginning of the pandemic
there have been organizations that
have offered free support to Covid
patients; one of the most important
in Italy is the Covid-19 Homecare
Therapy Group:
www.terapiadomiciliarecovid19.org

The decline in deaths from Covid in
2021 is probably due to these
organizations which have saved
hundreds of thousands of people
from hospitalization.
The reduction in mortality from
Covid that has been observed in 2021
is due only in part to vaccines. Early
home therapies have played an
important role, and variants have
become less and less aggressive, but
more contagious. Finally, since
vaccines have been used, deaths have
been counted in different ways. For
example, take two pedestrians who
are run over while crossing the street.
Both of them are taken to the
emergency, where the swab shows
that they are both positive for Covid.

However, one is vaccinated and the
other is not vaccinated. The
vaccinated pedestrian, even if
positive, is hospitalized in a normal
ward, since it is assumed that he is
not
contagious,
while
the
unvaccinated pedestrian is admitted
to a Covid ward. When they die, the
vaccinated is counted as death from
a road accident, while the
unvaccinated is counted as death
from Covid. This happens for all
reasons of death. The vaccinated is
counted for the real cause of death,
while the unvaccinated is always
counted as Covid death. In 2021,
Covid deaths decreased because
vaccinated people were counted for
the real cause of death which is rarely

Covid. While the deaths from Covid
among the unvaccinated have
increased because, regardless of the
cause of death, they are counted as
deaths from Covid. This explains
why the unvaccinated are the
majority among Covid deaths,
whereas in countries where the
statistics are done correctly, such as
Great Britain, the exact opposite is
observed.
At this point a question
spontaneously arises: why absolute
priority has been given to
vaccinations, censoring all those,
virologists and Nobel laureates, who
show the absurdity of this measure?

Climate Change and CO2
Many will have noticed that the same
politicians and head of State that
support vaccinations also support
the narrative of global warming and
CO2. Let’s see what the data say.
In 1972, the leading Western
geologists gathered at Brown
University, and at the end of the
conference they felt obliged to write
a letter to the president of the United
States:

In the first two paragraphs we read:
“Aware of your deep concern with the
future of the world, we feel obliged to inform
you on the results of the scientific conference
held here recently. The conference dealt with
the past and future changes of climate and
was attended by 42 top American and
European investigators. We enclose the
summary report published in Science and

further publications are forthcoming in
Quaternary Research.
The main conclusion of the meeting was
that a global deterioration of climate, by
order of magnitude larger than any hitherto
experienced by civilized mankind, is a very
real possibility and indeed may be due very
soon. The cooling has natural cause and
falls within the rank of processes which
produced the last ice age. This is a surprising
result based largely on recent studies of deep
sea sediments.”
In the oceans, water is present as
isotope oxygen-16 and isotope
oxygen-18. Isotope oxygen-16 is
lighter and is what evaporates.

During ice ages, water remains
trapped in the ice and in the oceans
isotope oxygen-16 decreases. The
lower the ratio, the greater is the
water trapped in the ice. Crustaceans
maintain the ratio between these two
isotopes and when they die, their
shells settle on the seabed creating
sediments that allow to date this
ratio. The Quaternary graph displays
the ratio between these two isotopes

and shows that the first glaciation
took place just over three million
years ago.
Glaciations initially lasted about
40,000 years. The last one lasted
103,000 years and the next should
last 120,000 years. Glaciations are
getting colder and longer. They are
separated by warm interglacial
periods lasting about ten thousand
years. The last ice age ended 11,700
years ago.

Various hypotheses have been put
forward about the causes of the ice
ages. Initially, the coincidence
between the duration of the first
glaciations, of about forty-one
thousand years, and the Milankovitch
cycle was highlighted.

In summary, the Earth rotates
around an axis which in turn rotates
according to a cycle of forty-one
thousand years that was discovered
by Milankovitch.

However, ice ages now last over a
hundred thousand years and the
Milankovitch cycle always has the
same period. Furthermore, it is not
clear how the Milankovitch cycle can
cause an ice age, since the amount of
heat coming from the Sun always
remains the same.
In 2014, astrophysicists led by
Valentina Zharkova discovered that
the Sun has two layers that emit heat,
one internal and one external. When
the electromagnetic waves of heat
emitted by these two layers interfere
in a constructive way the Sun is hot,
when instead they interfere in a
destructive way the Sun is cold.
Using this model to reconstruct what
happened in the past the accuracy

results to be 97%. Using it to predict
what will happen in the future, we
find that in 2032 the Sun’s heat will
abruptly decrease triggering the next
ice age.

As can be seen in the graph, relating
to the previous ice age, the reduction
in temperatures was sharp, but at the
same time gradual. It will become
difficult to live in the countries of

Northern Europe, but about ten
thousand years will be available to
find solutions, before the reduction
of the Sun’s heat reaches 60%. At
this point, life on the Earth’s surface
will become impossible, even near
the equator.
Important data on ice ages are
obtained from ice-cores of the
Antarctic. Ice holds the information
present in the snow. The snow forms
layers of ice that allow to date
temperature, CO2, volcanic dust and
more. This data is very accurate and
detailed.

In this graph we have temperatures
in the first row, CO2 in the second
row and volcanic dust in the third
row. We are on the right of the graph
and the more we go to the left, the
more we go back in time until we get
to over 400 thousand years ago. In
the following graph it is easy to see
that temperatures vary before CO2!

In the rectangle on the left, relating
to the last interglacial era, we see that
temperatures decreased before CO2
and in the rectangle on the right
relating to the beginning of our
interglacial
era,
temperatures
increased before CO2. First
temperatures increase and then CO2.
First temperatures decrease and then
CO2. Changes in CO2 occur after and
not before changes in temperatures!
This means that CO2 is not the cause

of climatic variations, of the increase
or decrease in temperatures, but it is
a consequence.
CO2 varies after temperatures
because CO2 is an indicator of the
presence of life. Life is made of
carbon. The higher the temperatures,
the greater the presence of life and
the greater the CO2 that is released
into the environment. CO2 is not a
pollutant and it is not even a
greenhouse gas. When the ice age
begins,
life
decreases
and
consequently CO2 decreases. CO2 is
essential for life. Plants and trees take
their carbon from CO2, thanks to
photosynthesis. When CO2 decreases
it becomes more difficult for plants
to grow. Reducing CO2 means

decreasing nutrition for plants and
life, and not to fight pollution or
rising temperatures. For example, to
increase the productivity of
greenhouses, methane burners are
used which inject CO2 into the
greenhouse.
Increasing
CO2
increases the productivity of
greenhouses. In order for trees and
plants to grow, the presence of CO2
is necessary.
Decreasing CO2 will increase famine
and hunger and this will compromise
the very existence of life and
humanity on Earth. Those who are
promoting the vaccine narrative are
the same who are pushing for CO2
reduction. Both these narratives are

aimed at a drastic reduction of the
world population.
But for what reason?
It is interesting to note that scientific
studies on the imminent ice age,
previously published in authoritative
journals such as Nature, have now
been censored and it is also
interesting to note that all
climatologists who study this issue
are being censored. Climate
information has been left to people
like Greta Thunberg, while experts
are being cut off from main stream,
as in the case of Judith Curry, a
climate scientist with a professorship
at the Georgia Institute of

Technology and over 140 scientific
publications on this topic.

Who are the actors?
In the graph we see a very strange
fact. At the start of the last ice age,
despite the sharp drop in
temperatures, CO2 remained high for
thirty thousand years.

This is simply impossible! The drop
in temperatures is always associated

with a reduction in life and
consequently a decrease in CO2.
Something “unnatural” must have
happened, allowing life to survive
and continue to proliferate. The only
explanation that seems plausible is
that an extremely advanced
civilization managed to counter the
ice age by keeping life at high levels.
If this is true, do we have other signs
of this civilization?
José
Álvarez
López,
a
mathematician and particle physicist,
director of the Argentine Institute of
Advanced Studies, was intrigued by
the apparently meaningless numbers
present in the fifth and eleventh
chapters of the genesis. In the fifth
chapter the ages of the preflood

patriarchs at the birth of their
firstborn and the age at death are
listed, in the eleventh chapter the
ages of the post-flood patriarchs are
listed.

Age in years at birth of the firstborn and age at death

In chapter 5 we find that Adam was
130 years old when he fathered Seth
and Seth was one hundred and five
years old when he fathered Enosh.

The list goes on for all the ten
patriarchs before the flood.
The same is found in chapter 11, but
for the patriarchs after the flood.
As a good mathematician, José
Álvarez López began to sort these
numbers by using, for example, in
the first row the years Adam had at
the birth of his first son, then his first
grandson, his great grandson, and so
on. Proceeding in this way for
chapter 5 we obtain the following
table:

He then began to build tables by
taking only the units, then the digit of
the tens and the hundreds, and began
to notice that the distributions of the
numbers had an order.

He obtained triangular matrices
from the ages of the preflood
patriarchs and post-flood and he
made these matrices interact. At this
point the magic was unleashed. As he
shows in the book “La Biblia
cuántica”, he found the Planck

constant repeated 42 times, the speed
of light repeated 21 times, the
gravitational constant repeated 21
times, the fine structure constant
repeated 3 times, the mass-meson
electron ratio repeated 3 times,
Boltzmann’s constant repeated 3
times, the mass of the electron
repeated 1 time, the Avogadro
number repeated 11 times, the charge
of the electron repeated 6 times, the
Rydberg constant repeated 4 times,
the ratio of proton-electron mass
repeated 11 times.
López wondered why such an
advanced civilization had to hide this
knowledge in a book like the Bible
and he realized that since the
beginning of history, that is, since the

end of the last ice age (11,700 years
ago), someone has tried to erase the
traces of the previous preglacial
civilization.
In my own small reality, with
Antonella Vannini we ran into strong
censorship. If you search for
syntropy
on
Wikipedia,
the
negentropy page will open, which is a
completely different concept. The
page we published was systematically
deleted, up to the point of removing
the possibility of creating this page
(in all the languages). Several times I
have been approached by people
who have strongly asked me to stop
working on syntropy. When
Antonella
carried
out
the
experiments for her doctorate that

provide scientific and repeatable
proof of syntropy, she became the
object of very violent attacks, not at
a scientific level, but at a personal
one.
We asked ourselves the reason for
this censorship and we came to the
conclusion that someone obtains his
power from syntropy, and that this
knowledge is forbidden to the
masses. Now we know that this
“someone” is part of the same group
that has been erasing the traces of the
previous preglacial civilization for
millennia.
But why they want to cancel
syntropy? Perhaps because through
the game between entropy and
syntropy, this group is able to control

the vital energy of people and
nations.
Let’s see how this control works.
The catabolic processes of
metabolism are entropic and
transform higher-level structures
into lower-level structures with the
release of chemical energy and
thermal energy, while anabolic
processes are syntropic and
transform simple structures into
complex structures, for example
nutrients into biomolecules, with
energy absorption. Catabolism and
anabolism, entropy and syntropy,
alternate giving rise to a continuous
exchange of matter and energy with
the environment. For this exchange
to take place plants use water,

humans blood and the lymphatic
system, nations use money. For this
reason, whoever controls money also
controls the vital energy of people
and nations. Meyer Rothschild put it
this way: “Give me control of a
nation’s money and I care not who
makes it’s laws.”
Let’s try to better understand how
money works. Initially, money was
made of coins minted by the state.
This system was later coupled by
banknotes which were introduced
for the first time in 806 AD in China.
Banknotes allowed those who had
precious metals to deposit them with
banks, for their conservation and
protection, in exchange for a banknote. Banknotes could be exchanged

and other people could collect the
precious metals, including at other
banks. In Europe, the first account of
banknotes was made by Marco Polo
and the first banknotes appeared in
1661 in Sweden. Banknotes were
issued by commercial banks and were
guaranteed by the precious metals
that had been deposited.
In 1694, in England, the commercial
banks that issued banknotes were
merged into a private national bank
that had the monopoly on the issue
of banknotes. This system devised by
Charles Montagu gave birth to the
first central bank, the Bank of
England, which is the model on
which Western central banks are
based. The Bank of England

immediately showed a total lack of
ethics and humanity and the use of
ruthless forms of violence and
control. This was the reason for the
American War of Independence, a
war of independence from the Bank
of England. Consequently, the
founding fathers of the United States
of America included a ban on central
banks in the first article of the
constitution. The Treasury had the
authority over money and banks
could
only
print
banknotes
guaranteed by Treasury bills. A war
between bankers began: The Astors,
Guggenheim and Straus, the most
powerful bankers of the time, were
loyal to the constitution, while the
Rockefellers, Morgan and Rothschild

pushed for the creation of a private
central bank. Oddly enough, the
Astors, Guggenheim and Straus died
on April 15, 1912 in the sinking of
the Titanic. Soon after, the FED was
founded, the US central bank, which
was firmly in the hands of the
Rockefellers,
Morgan
and
Rothschilds.
The world stage, however, was
dominated by the British Pound.
Only eight months after the
establishment of the FED the First
World War started, the result of
which was to give centrality to the
dollar and to indebt all European
countries and the US government to
the FED.
At the end of the First World War,

President Woodrow Wilson, who
had signed the Federal Reserve Act,
declared:
“I am a most unhappy man. I have
unwittingly ruined my country. A great
industrial nation is controlled by its system
of credit. Our system of credit is
concentrated. The growth of the nation,
therefore, and all our activities are in the
hands of a few men. We have come to be one
of the worst ruled, one of the most completely
controlled and dominated governments in the
civilized world. No longer a government by
free opinion, no longer a government by
conviction and the vote of the majority, but
a government by the opinion and duress of a
small group of dominant men.”
The debt ensured the FED control
over nations. The gold that Germany

had paid in the form of war
reparations was acquired by the FED
and returned to Germany in the form
of an aid plan, granted by England
and France, in turn to pay the war
debt. This aid plan was covered by
interests. Eventually, the entire
German population lived in debt,
under the blackmail of the FED
which could withdraw its loans at any
time and cause the country to go
bankrupt. In 1922, a meeting took
place in Munich between Adolf
Hitler and the US military attaché in
Germany, Captain Truman. Soon
after, the financial miracle of the
Nazi party occurred. Following
major donations from abroad, the
Nazi party won 6.4 million votes in

September 1930, thus taking second
place in the Reichstag. On January 4,
1932, a meeting was held between the
major British bankers and Adolf
Hitler, and on January 14, 1933,
Hitler’s program was approved and
the question of the transfer of power
to the Nazis was finally resolved. On
January
30,
Hitler
became
Chancellor. The attitude of the
Anglo-American
government
towards
the
new
German
government was very tolerant. When
Hitler refused to pay the war debts,
neither Britain nor France made any
requests.
Furthermore,
the
Reichsbank, the German central
bank, had been transformed by
Hitler into a private central bank. In

May 1933, the Reichsbank received a
one billion dollars loan and the
termination of the payments of the
old debt, and England awarded
another two billion dollars the next
month. Thus, the Nazis obtained
what the Weimar Republic had failed
to achieve.
The close economic and financial
cooperation of the Anglo-Americans
and the Nazis was the basis of the
policy that led to the Second World
War.
When the United States entered the
war, the FED declared that it was:
“…prepared to use its powers to assure at
all times an ample supply of funds for
financing the war effort...” Financing the
war was at the heart of the FED

policy. To support the financing of
the war, the FED asked Congress to
amend the Federal Reserve Act by
allowing to buy government bonds in
unlimited
amounts,
without
guaranteed deposits, thus indebting
the US government beyond any
measure.
At the end of the Second World
War the gold standard no longer
existed, and between 1 and 22 July
1944, 730 delegates from the 44
countries that were winning the war
gathered at the Mount Washington
Hotel in Bretton Woods, New
Hampshire, in the United States, to
redefine a new international
monetary order. The result of the
Bretton Woods conference was to

give the US dollar the role of the only
international currency and the only
currency backed by gold. All the
other currencies were backed by the
dollar. With the Second World War,
the dollar acquired the role of
international hegemony. The dollar
was needed for all important
transactions, from food to raw
materials, metals and, of course, the
purchase and sale of oil, which at that
time was already proving to be the
most strategic market.
The power of the FED had become
a danger to the United States and
several bankers, since the end of the
First World War, together with the
United States Treasury, were trying
to start an alternative monetary

system based on silver certificates,
banknotes guaranteed by US
Treasury silver deposits. In the book
A Monetary History of the United States,
Milton Friedman and Anna Schwartz
show that in the fall of 1929 the FED
intentionally reduced the money
supply, triggering the collapse of the
US stock market and causing the
Great Depression. Friedman and
Schwartz write: “From the peak of
August 1929 to the depression of March
1933, the amount of money fell by more
than a third.” The result was what
Friedman
calls
the
“Great
Contraction,” a period of falling
prices and employment caused by the
limited availability of money. Instead
of providing liquidity, the FED

accentuated
the
monetary
contraction contributing to the
banking crisis and causing the
bankruptcy of a third of all US banks
and their forced liquidation at very
low prices. All the banks that were
working on the new monetary system
were wiped out by the Great
Depression. The “silver dollars
certificates” disappeared and the
FED once again had the monopoly
on the dollar.
Louis McFadden, Republican
Member of the United States House
of Representatives from 1915 to
1935, principal sponsor of the
McFadden Act of 1927, described
the FED with the following words:
“Some people think that the Federal

Reserve Banks are United States
Government institutions. They are private
monopolies which prey upon the people of the
United States for the benefit of themselves
and their foreign customers; foreign and
domestic speculators and swindlers; and rich
and predatory money lenders.”
US President John Fitzgerald
Kennedy was well aware of the
FED’s overwhelming power, and
with his executive order 11110 of
June 4, 1963, he tried to rebalance the
monetary policy by authorizing the
Treasury of the United States of
America to issue banknotes
guaranteed by silver deposits. The
intention was to shift the monetary
control from the FED to the
Treasury.

The “silver dollars” were issued
without interest and did not indebt
the government. They were similar to
the FED’s banknotes, except that
instead of “Federal Reserve Note”
they had “Silver Certificate” and the

seal and serial number were red
instead of green.
Five months later, on November 22,
1963, Kennedy was assassinated and
the 4 billion “silver certified”
banknotes
were
immediately
withdrawn, giving once again full
control of the US dollar,
government, media and military
establishment to the FED.
The Communist countries had not
submitted to the dictatorship of the
FED and were therefore the number
one enemies. This justified the war in
Korea and Vietnam which further
put the US government into debt.
The FED began to impose the
system of private central banks, the
supremacy of the dollar and

representative democracy. Any
country that violated this policy was
sanctioned.
The monetary system of the private
central banks is based on a scam.
Imagine a central bank (i.e. a printer)
hired by a match organizer to print
10,000 tickets. Printing 10,000 tickets
costs fifty dollars, but the central
bank does not ask for the cost of
printing, but asks for the value
printed on the ticket. If it prints
10,000 ten dollar bills, it asks for
100,000 dollars in Treasury bills, on
the grounds that the banknotes are
“worth” ten dollars each. It is true
that they are worth ten dollars each,
but their value does not depend on

the number printed on the banknote,
but on their demand. The central
bank knows this, but blackmails the
organizers, the politicians, promising
a generous gift to support their reelection. On the contrary, it will fund
other candidates and discredit those
honest people who have opposed it.
This is what happens in all countries
where central banks are private.
Those who own central banks also
control the mass media and
lawmakers and this gives them total
power over the nations.
In 1911 Robert Michels in the book
“Political Parties. A Sociological Study of
the Oligarchical Tendencies of Modern
Democracy” wrote that the costs of
electoral campaigns and party

organization have transformed
representative democracies into the
dictatorship of a small elite, that
pursues objectives in conflict with
the wellbeing of the people and the
nation. An example was provided by
Adolf Hitler. Thanks to financial and
media support, he won 11 million
votes in the 1932 elections and this
enabled him to become Chancellor.
According to Michels, the function
of representative democracy is to put
corrupt politicians, servants of the
central bank, in power in order to
increase public debt, enslaving
nations and people.
The group that has deleted the
traces of the preglacial civilization is
the same group that has given birth

to this system of private central
banks. This group knows the secret
of the imminent ice age, and is using
immense resources to build
underground cities. Examples of
these underground cities are well
known in Switzerland, built in the
mountains, using the pretext of a
possible nuclear conflict. These cities
can host up to ten million people for
the entire period of the ice age.
This project, however, requires
reducing the world’s population
from the current eight billion people
to just over twenty million people,
and this must be done before the ice
age starts in 2032.

Are we in the Book of Revelation?
The work on syntropy led to contact
groups that in different parts of the
world were carrying out works
similar to ours. One such group was
the
PEAR
Lab
(Princeton
Engineering Anomalies Research
Laboratory), founded in 1979 by the
dean of the engineering faculty,
Robert Jahn. Jahn had been
contacted by the president of
McDonnell Douglas to find a
solution to the strange anomalies in
electronics that military jets had
shown in Vietnam during fighting.
Almost simultaneously, a student
asked Professor Jahn to do a thesis
on
anomalous
mind/machine

interactions. Jahn, was very skeptical,
and replied that she would not get
any positive result, but that for the
purpose of the thesis she could still
try to conduct experiments. The
student obtained highly significant
and easily replicable results, and Jahn
decided to replicate them. He started
experiments to study the interaction
between intentions and electronics,
and
between
emotions
and
electronics and the PEAR Lab was
founded.
Among
the
many
experiments,
remote
viewing
sessions were also conducted, which
were particularly significant when
carried in the off-time mode, which
means that the temporal distance was
added to the spatial one. The United

States knew that the Russians were
developing these techniques and the
positive results of the experiments
led the military to create a project to
train and use “psychic spies”.
In our experiments we discovered
that feelings constantly inform us
about future events and that
presentiments are wide spread. On
the contrary precognitions are more
complex.
We have seen the strangeness of the
fifth and eleventh chapters of the
genesis that hide the most important
atomic constants behind apparently
absurd numbers. It is therefore
possible that the Bible was written by
people with extremely advanced

abilities and extremely developed
precognition skills.
In the light of this consideration and
of the current events, the Apocalypse
of St. John (Revelation 13: 16-17)
acquires a particular meaning: “It also
forced all people, great and small, rich and
poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on
their right hands or on their foreheads, so
that they could not buy or sell unless they
had the mark, which is the name of the beast
or the number of its name.” Today in the
West, Covid is treated with vaccines
and health workers, teachers and law
enforcement officers who refuse to
be vaccinated have been suspended
and are no longer receiving salaries.
In some countries this measure has
been extended to all workers. It is

even more illuminating (Revelation
13:18): “This calls for wisdom. Let the
person who has insight calculate the number
of the beast, for it is the number of a man.
That number is 666.” Six hundred and
sixty-six is the number that identifies
carbon: 6 protons, 6 neutrons and 6
electrons. Organic chemistry is based
on carbon which is the only atom
that manages to form long linear, and
cyclic chains, to which other atoms
are bound. It is therefore the only
atom that allows the existence of
complex molecules (amino acids,
proteins, sugars, fats, etc.). This atom
has in its nucleus six protons of
positive electric charge and six
neutrons without electric charge, and
around its nucleus six electrons of

negative electric charge rotate. The
number 666 identifies the carbon
atom, the basis of life and of man.
On the 5th of January 2022, exactly
666 days after the start of the first
lockdown in Italy, the prime minister
approved a law that enforces
compulsory vaccination, thus going
against the Italian constitution and
scientific data that show the
ineffectiveness of vaccines with the
new Omicron variant which has
replaced the Delta. Omicron mainly
infects vaccinated people, it shows
like a mild cold, leads to few
hospitalizations and has the ability to
naturally and permanently immunize
the population.

Surprisingly, the Covid-pass, with
the QR code, and CO2 seem to be the
signature of the Beast mentioned in
the Book of Revelations.
Whoever controls money also
controls the highest offices of the
state,
politicians,
managers,
magistrates, law enforcement, the
military, education and information.
Citizens rely on these people and
institutions, trusting them in
exchange for a sense of normality.
Probably the purpose of Covid is to
bring the masses to become aware of
the deception in which they live.

After Covid
The new Omicron variant, which has
emerged in South Africa, is putting
an end to the pandemic. In South
Africa it is described as a mild flu that
does not lead to hospitalizations or
deaths. Symptoms are sore throat
and bone pain and it passes after a
few days. The contagiousness is very
high and for this reason it is quickly
displacing the other variants.
Omicron is spreading over a large
part of the population, triggering
natural immunity and the end of the
pandemic.
Now that we are at the end of the
pandemic, what is the legacy of

Covid-19? It made visible a system in
which we have been trapped for
centuries, but which few people were
aware of. However, the legacy of
Covid is probably also at other levels.
In Italy the deaths should have
declined because of the vaccine, but
comparing 2021 with 2020 mortality
has increased significantly. From
May to September, when the vaccine
had now spread, mortality went from
252,889 deaths in 2020 to 264,653 in
2021 with an increase of almost 5%.
This means an increase in mortality
of about 25,000 people on an annual
basis. However, Covid mortality has
decreased by over 90%, passing, for
example, from 992 Covid deaths on
3 December 2020 to 76 deaths on 3

December 2021. We would therefore
expect a reduction in mortality by at
least 40,000 units in 2021. However,
data show an increase in mortality of
25 thousand units. The actual
increase in mortality is therefore
given by the sum of these two values:
the 40,000 people who did not die
from Covid and the 25,000 people
who died in excess in 2021. The
absolute increase in mortality can be
estimated in 65,000 people. What is
the cause of this increase in
mortality?
With Antonella Vannini I was lucky
enough to have been involved in the
networks of medical doctors who
refused the vaccine for scientific

reasons. The following are some of
the information we have received:
 Luc Montagnier, virologist, Nobel
laureate in medicine, discoverer of
HIV and director of the Pasteur
Institute, argues that in the next
two years we will see the death
from ADE of the majority of the
people who have been vaccinated.
ADE
(Antibody-Dependent
Enhancement) is described in
thousands
of
scientific
publications. It was discovered 20
years
ago
with
Dengue
hemorrhagic fever. People who
were vaccinated and came into
contact with a variant of Dengue

died. Their immune system
recognized the virus and produced
antibodies which were ineffective
for the variant. The virus spread
throughout the body and the
immune system began to fight the
entire organism, leading to death.
In Italy the first certified death of
ADE occurred on March 9, 2021,
with the navy officer Stefano
Paternò.
 Since June 2021 an unusually high
number of professional football
players and athletes have
experienced sudden collapses, as a
result of which many of them have
died. On 12 June, the sudden

collapse of Inter player Christian
Eriksen, in front of the cameras
during the Denmark-Finland
match at the Euro Cup, caught the
attention of the whole world.
Andreas Noack has found an
explanation.
The
graphene
hydroxide present in all the
vaccines form very thin but very
resistant structures in the blood,
such as tiny blades about 50 nm
wide and 0.1 nm thick. In people
under effort they can cut blood
vessels causing sudden bleeding.
Graphene hydroxide is not
biodegradable and remains forever
in the body of those who have
received the vaccine.

 In over 60% of his patients, Dr.
Charles Hoffe has found that
spike proteins, designed to be
mass produced in the bodies of
vaccinated people, cause clots,
particularly in the capillary, the
smallest blood vessels in which
blood flow slows down. The spike
proteins attach to the cell wall of
the
vascular
endothelium,
becoming part of it. The
endothelium should be smooth so
that the blood flows smoothly, but
due to the spike proteins it begins
to show small protruding pointed
fragments. Platelets identify these
sharp fragments as damaged
vessels and try to stop the bleeding

by forming clots. The clots that
form in the capillaries can be
detected with a D-dimer blood
test. Dr. Hoffe performed the Ddimer test on his mRNA
vaccinated patients and found that
62% had these microscopic tissuedamaging blood clots. Some parts
of the body such as the brain,
spinal cord, heart and lungs are
unable to regenerate these tissues.
The result is that in these people
the blood vessels in their lungs are
blocked, the heart has to work
harder and this causes pulmonary
arterial hypertension. People with
this condition usually die from
heart failure within a few years.

Scientific information received
from doctors and researchers
indicate that in the coming months
and years we will see a sharp increase
in mortality. Attention will be
diverted from vaccines to a new
pandemic or variant. The narrative is
already being developed. We hear
that the next pandemic will be far
worse and deadly than Covid. It
appears that the choice is going to be
the Marburg virus. Marburg causes a
viral
hemorrhagic
fever,
characterized
by
hyperpyrexia,
profuse bleeding and systemic
manifestations
(arthomyalgia,
cramps, nausea, vomiting and
diarrhea) with acute onset, so severe
that it leads to death within a few

days. According to data from the
World Health Organization, the
death rate of Marburg is 88%. The
positive news is that Marburg rarely
occurs in humans since it is so lethal
that it immediately kills the host,
preventing contagion and spread.
The symptoms that we will witness
and that will lead to the death of the
vaccinated, will not be due to a new
virus, but to the long-term effects of
the vaccines. It seems that the goal is
to reduce the world population to
about 20 million people and to this
end the whole world population
should be vaccinated, including
children and babies. A growing
number of people are realizing that
something is wrong, and that the

measures that are being introduced
have nothing to do with health, but
have another purpose.
What can we do?
Economic blackmail is very
powerful and for young people the
blackmail of the exclusion from
social activities is also very powerful.
Few are able to resist this blackmail,
but thanks to this pressure an
increasing number of people are
becoming aware of the deception in
which we find ourselves. The
purpose of Covid is precisely this, to
make people become aware. As soon
as the critical mass is reached, Covid

will vanish and the current narrative
will no longer hold.
With the Omicron variant, which is
turning Covid into a common cold,
we will witness the collapse of the
system that has gripped the West and
the world for so long.

Scenarios
In April / May of 2021 the
prestigious medical-scientific journal
The Lancet published a series of
articles in which it showed that the
RRR (Relative Risk Reduction) of
vaccines still was 96%, since in 96%
of the vaccinated they produced
antibodies, but the ARR (Absolute
Risk Reduction) was less than 1% as
the antibodies produced were
ineffective. The first vaccines were in
fact made for the Wuhan 1 which in
April was replaced by the English
variant. However, the vaccine update
to the English variant came when this
had been replaced by the Delta

variant. This caused the spike in
infections of the summer 2021.
In September, the roll out of the
“Booster” dose began, which
included Delta and which in Israel
reduced daily cases by 97%.

This graph shows an important fact.
The booster could be given only to
those who had received the first two

doses. The 97% drop indicates,
therefore, that in August at least 97%
of the daily new cases had to be
people vaccinated with a double
dose: the Delta variant had infected
almost only the vaccinated.
In mid-December 2021 the
Omicron variant exploded leading to
an explosion of infections among
vaccinated people. Going against
expectations, the Israeli Ministry of
Health announced on December 28
that it will not try to stop the spread
of Omicron with vaccines, as the
symptoms are very mild and its
spread to the whole population will
lead to generalized immunization.
Due to the strong contagiousness,
the Omicron variant has prompted

governments to request a Covid-test
also for vaccinated people who
wanted to participate in Christmas
and New Year’s eve celebrations.
Nearly all the positive cases were
found among the vaccinated. It
seems that the vaccine, instead of
immunizing, makes people more
fragile and vulnerable. However, the
official narrative continues to
promote vaccines and blames the
unvaccinated.
Let’s see an example:

Let’s imagine a group made up of
six people of which only one is not
vaccinated (shown here with a
smiling face). One of the vaccinated
catches Covid, but being vaccinated
he is not required to do any test. He
thinks that it is a normal cold and
continues to go to work and infects
the whole group. The unvaccinated is
required to test every two days and
when the infection reaches the
unvaccinated, it is discovered.
However, given that the infection
was discovered thanks to the
unvaccinated, the news title that an
unvaccinated infected the entire
working group. This example shows
that to stem the infection everyone

should take Covid-tests, regardless of
whether they are vaccinated or not.
Having excluded the vaccinated from
Covid-tests requirement has spread
the virus, justifies the state of
emergency, the tightening of
restrictive measures and the
mandatory vaccination.
The goal of those that are in control
is to reduce humanity to about 20
million people by 2032, when the ice
age starts and they will move into the
underground cities that will host
humanity for the next 120,000 years.
The problems are many. One in
particular could compromise this
scenario. With the reduction of solar
emissions, the magnetic shield of our
planet that blocks cosmic rays is also

reduced. Cosmic rays thus enter the
planet’s core activating magma and
volcanic eruptions. In the last years,
volcanic eruptions have been on the
rise, especially underwater volcanos.
For example, in the Mediterranean,
underwater eruptions have become
so frequent that the lava of the
volcanos is warming the water. The
Mediterranean Sea is now about four
degrees warmer. This fuels extreme
climatic events such as the
MediCane,
the
Mediterranean
hurricane.
The data obtained from the ice
cores show that towards the end of
each ice age, volcanic eruptions
increase, and this happens with ever
greater force and intensity.

The last of these periods is known
as the recent Dryas. The Earth’s
crust, which is very thin, had
shattered and the Earth was about to
explode.

Oceans boiled, while the air
temperatures were freezing. This
caused snowfalls of more than forty
meters per day, witnessed today by
the discovery of mammoths, still

standing in the ice and with the food
they were eating in their mouths. The
Earth’s crust is very thin and is
already under stress due to the fast
rotation of our planet. The Dryas of
the next ice age will be even more
devastating and in all likelihood it will
lead to the planet’s deflagration. The
idea of surviving in underground
cities for 120 thousand years seems a
chimera.
There are other scenarios. Elon
Musk, CEO of Tesla and SpaceX, is
building starships capable of carrying
up to a thousand people at a time to
Mars. Mars poses no risk of
deflagration as it has a very thick
crust. The other alternative is Venus,
but the average temperature is 470

degrees centigrade and the pressure
of the atmosphere is 90 times that of
the Earth. Having to transfer part of
humanity to another planet, Mars
offers the only possibility. Musk
intends to bring at least forty million
people to Mars before the start of the
ice age. The rest of humanity will
have to migrate to the equator which
for a few thousand years will offer
acceptable living conditions. In the
meantime, structures will be built
capable of reactivating the Earth’s
magnetic shield and counteracting
the ice age. The idea is to put gigantic
mirrors in orbit that reflect solar
radiations towards the Earth, thus
restoring the magnetic shield. This
idea was first proposed by Olaf

Stapledon in his science fiction novel
Star Maker, published in 1937. The
concept was later popularized by the
mathematician
and
physicist
Freeman Dyson in a 1960 paper.
Dyson speculated that these
structures
were
the
logical
consequence of the growing energy
needs of technologically advanced
civilizations, and that they were
necessary for long-term survival.
Dyson suggested to look for stars
that show repeated darkening. The
first was discovered in 2015 when
unusual fluctuations in the light of a
class F star were observed in the
constellation of Cygnus. Now more
than ten thousand are known. This
suggests that our galaxy is crowded

with highly advanced civilizations
fighting their ice ages, trying to keep
their planet’s magnetic shield alive!

Conclusions
In the last month we have gone from
a mixed situation where there was the
presence of the Delta and Omicron
variants to a new situation in which
the Omicron variant dominates.
Unlike the Delta, Omicron manifests
itself as a common cold or a mild flu,
but is extremely contagious. In the
graph we see the explosion of
Omicron infections globally. Within
a month, it has gone from less than
one million new cases per day to
nearly four million new cases per day.

Access to hospitals have decreased
and hospitalizations are now shorter.
Deaths caused by Covid have
disappeared. This is clearly visible in
the mortality graph, where in the face
of an impressive increase in cases,
there is no corresponding increase in
deaths. People continue to die
positive with Covid, but not because
of Covid.

Although Omicron is putting an
end to the pandemic and vaccines
have proved ineffective, in some
countries, including Italy, drastic
measures continue to be enforced
against those who have refused to be
vaccinated, banning access to shops,
banks, post offices, and essential
services. The intent is to force
everyone to get vaccinated and
accept the booster of the vaccine.

The group that holds the secret of
the ice age has an interest in
drastically reducing the world
population and it seems that the
vaccination campaign against Covid
is aimed in this direction. But,
perhaps there is also more to this
narrative.
This book was inspired by a strange
coincidence. On November 11,
1918, the First World War ended
with the signing of the armistice by
Germany.
At the same time, an apparently
disconnected and inexplicable fact
happened. The Spanish flu, which in
the previous months had killed
almost 3% and infected 30% of the
world population, suddenly lost

power. The peak was reached at the
end of October 1918, but after the
signing of the armistice, mortality
plummeted, until it disappeared
completely in early December. For
example, in Philadelphia the week
before the armistice there were 4,597
deaths, but from 11 November the
flu no longer caused deaths and soon
disappeared from all over the city.
The waves of the Spanish flu were
mainly three: in the spring of 1918, in
the autumn of 1918 and finally in the
winter of 1918-1919. After the
second wave, in autumn 1918, the
number of fatalities dropped sharply,
almost to zero.
The Spanish flu killed people all
over the world, including the

inhabitants of remote islands in the
Pacific Ocean and the Arctic Ocean.
It was given the name “Spanish”
since Spanish newspapers wrote
about it. Spain did not take part in the
war and the newspapers were not
censored as it happened in the
belligerent countries, where the rapid
spread of the disease was described
as an epidemic limited to Spain.
While most flu epidemics kill almost
exclusively elderly or weakened
patients, the Spanish flu killed mainly
young, healthy males, mostly soldiers
exposed to freezing temperatures
and incessant rains.
The special circumstances due to
the First World War, such as
malnutrition, field hospitals and poor

hygiene, contributed to the spread of
the Spanish flu which killed most of
the soldiers in a few months. Those
with a severe form of the flu were
sent on crowded trains to equally
crowded hospitals, spreading the
virus even more. By 1918, the
conflict had been going on for four
years and had turned into a war of
position that could have continued
forever. Millions of soldiers were
massed in trenches on various fronts.
The Spanish flu emptied the
trenches, bringing the First World
War to an end.
Was this concomitance just a
coincidence or did it contain a finality
within it?

The question seems absurd, since
the existence of a finality implies an
invisible, intelligent plane, capable of
acting in ways that are difficult for us
to understand. Before excluding this
possibility, however, I would like to
present another case in which the
intelligent action of an invisible plane
emerges.
Males are naturally subject to greater
mortality, and this happens because
their genetic information (XY) is
reduced compared to that of females
(XX), the jobs they carry out tend to
be riskier and often they participate
in wars and social conflicts. To
ensure that there is an equal number

of males and females during the
procreation period, the number of
males that will die is offset by a
greater number of males at birth.
Under the law of probabilities, an
equal number of males and females
would be expected at birth; on the
other hand, in industrialized
countries, on average, 105 males are
born for every 100 females. This
imbalance in favor of males adjusts in
advance of wars or crises that would
lead to a greater male mortality.
This dynamism can be seen in the
distribution of the male/female ratio
at birth in Finland from 1751 to
2001.

In 1751 the ratio was just below
102% and then increased to over
105%, probably because male
mortality increased during the
industrial revolution.
In 1782, 6 years before the War with
Russia (1788), the male/female ratio
suddenly went from an average of
103% to 107.38%. Subsequently in
1911, 7 years before the bloody civil
war and the Spanish flu (1918), which

mainly affected young males, the
value went from an average of
105.5% to 107.46%. Finally, in 1935,
4 years before the war with the Soviet
Union (1939) the ratio went from an
average value of 105.5% to 107.15%.
These strange variations seem to
show a predictive power in the
regulation of the male/female ratio,
not only in Finland, but also in other
countries.
But how can a community of
individuals know in advance the
number of males who will die before
reaching the reproductive age? How
do individuals manage to act in
unison?
It seems that the male/female ratio
at birth is regulated by information

that arrives from the future, from an
invisible plane that unites individuals
in a whole.
The predictive power of the
male/female ratio at birth is only one
of the many manifestations of the
purposeful properties of life.
The fundamental equations of the
universe show that while causes act
from the past, attractors act from the
future. Attractors are the final ends
towards which we are converging.
The unity is due to the fact that
several individuals share the same
attractor. For example, the “human
beings” attractor. This would lead
individuals to behave according to
the same logic and to share its

finalities. Vital energy propagates
backwards in time, from the future to
the past, informing in an invisible
way. Likewise, a virus like the
Spanish flu also has an attractor. This
is why billions of viruses act as a
unity, showing intelligent behaviors
difficult to understand. When the
attractor (the finality) is reached, the
vital energy that supports the
pandemic suddenly disappears.
The same happens with Covid.
Regardless of whether it is natural or
engineered, it must receive its life
energy from an attractor. Attractors
coincide with final ends, purposes.
When these are achieved, the vital
energy is lost and the pandemic
suddenly disappears.

If this is correct, one wonders what
the purpose of Covid-19 is. Can we
accelerate this process in order to
disactivate the virus?
Several groups are now working to
find solutions to organic diseases
caused by vaccines, such as ADE,
sudden deaths and thrombosis.
However, there is also another level
which is the invisible plane. Syntropy
emanates from attractors and
coincides with vital energy.

Genes work as “quantum antennas”
that connect us to attractors and
guide and direct our living system, its
growth, its evolution and even our
consciousness. The mRNA vaccines
modify these “quantum antennas”,
altering our connection with the
attractors, with the invisible side of
reality, with what Teilhard de
Chardin named the Omega Point.
The effects have already been studied
on animals and range from the
increase in sterility, to the
malformation of fetuses, to the
increase in tumors and systemic
diseases.
Studies on syntropy show that the
autonomic system, the solar plexus,
the heart, are the portals to the

attractor. This suggests that the
connection with the invisible side can
be restored by shifting the attention
from the head to the heart and
strengthening the connection with
the attractor.
An example: fifty years ago,
Saturday 19 February 1972, I had one
of the most impressive mystical
experiences of my life. Suddenly I
received the order, through my heart,
not to eat meat, drink coffee, alcohol,
smoke, use drugs, watch games, be
violent, follow the “mainstream” and
other situations that my rational
mind could not see how they were
connected. I continued to receive
this order, it was very powerful and
left me no alternative but to follow it.

After years I realized that I had
eliminated consumption, behaviors
and situations that could interfere
with the perception of my heart. This
helped me to focus on the heart, on
the path towards syntropy, and the
fulfillment of my attractor.
A series of profound changes that
can help people strengthen the
contact with the attractor are
probably needed, thus increasing the
flow
of
vital
energy
and
counteracting the harmful effects of
the genetic modifications that have
been imposed on the population with
the vaccines.

